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NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM LABRADOR RETRIEVER CLUB 

 

DRAFT ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES REPORTING ON 2021 
Held at Bowburn Community Centre 4th May 2022 

 

Those Present:   
L Heron,  I Davison,  A Beckley,  L Hartis,  C Mitchell,  L Thompson,  B Davison,  G Atkinson,  
I Palmer,  J Smart, M Mowatt,  M Olds,  S Ellison,  J Lees. 

 
Apologies received and accepted from:  P. Williams, A-M Coates, F. Maclean, K. Jenkins,  

N. Bujnoch and Wm Lambell  
 
1 Draft Minutes of previous AGM for approval and adoption. 

Copies of 2020 draft minutes had been available on the website from May 2020 and were 
available at the meeting.  Acceptance proposed: I. Palmer.   Seconded: A. Beckley   
2020 Draft Minutes were approved and adopted unanimously. 

 
2 Matters arising from the Minutes.  None 
 
3 Chairperson’s Address:  Lynda Heron 
“Good evening Ladies and Gentleman I would like to welcome you all to the N & D LRC 2022 AGM. 
 

Firstly, I’d like to take this opportunity to say thank you to you all for taking the time to attend. I know 

that none of us find these events particularly inviting and many of us have things we would rather do, 

but it is important for the democratic running of all clubs that these meetings are used as they should be; 

to express thanks to those who take on demanding roles within the organisation, express any concerns 

and offer to help to make things better. 
 

Myself and the members owe a huge debt of gratitude to the Officers of the Club. We are enormously 

fortunate to have Irene who runs the club like a well-oiled clock, assisting the sub-secretaries, helping the 

members and truly goes above and beyond with our ever changing and up to date website.   

Anne, our Treasurer ensures the accounts are up to date and submitted to our accountant promptly. 

More from Anne on this point but I would like to express our thanks to Paul for all the work he has done 

for us.  

I would also like to offer my thanks to the three sub secretaries Lee, Jeff and Cheryl, who all work so hard 

on the member’s behalf.  This sharing of roles is what I think gives this club its current strength. All three 

have had a difficult year trying to put on events safely and in line within Government guidelines. Thank 

you. 

Thanks also to our Vice Chair, Linda, who runs the puppy list and had a tough time last year dealing with 

the lockdown puppy boom. With some people thinking she should have pups on a shelf of the right 

colour sex and age and additionally as the boom ended, that she should sell unsold puppies in 24 hours. 
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I am proud of how the club functions and feel in many areas we are at the top of the game. 

2021 was a good year for the club despite Covid and I am sure all the committee members are very 

proud of what is being achieved. This can only happen if you have strong committees and members who 

are prepared to put the required work in to make the club progressive and current. 

In 2021 one or two committee members resigned - thank you for all the work you contributed and 

remember the door is always open. Joanne Wilson who has assisted the club in so many ways will be a 

particular loss and we hope she will return when things settle down for her.  

We also welcomed some new committee members and for that I’m very grateful; we are also grateful to 

everyone who has stepped up to help the Club on an ad-hoc basis. Remember it’s a members club all our 

volunteers and you don't have to be on the committee to help. 

Unfortunately the traditional first event of the 2021 the Annual Eye Test, was a casualty of Covid 

regulations as was the February Open Show.   

As the year went on and Covid regulations eased, the Working committee facilitated three working tests 

organised by our temp working test secretary Mr Jeff Smart, these were well attended and ran in 

accordance with ever changing regulations.  On behalf of the Members, thanks go to all judges and 

dummy throwers who gave up their valuable time to ensure the events were successful.  

Unfortunately our Novice Trial at Wemmergill was cancelled due to low grouse numbers our three other 

trials went ahead all got a result and went off really well. Thanks to our judges, game carriers, dog 

stewards and teams of guns for their valuable time and support enabling the trials to succeed. As a Club 

we are very lucky to have exceptionally generous hosts and sponsors for our Tests and Trials and we are 

very appreciative to have access to such wonderful grounds; without their generosity it would be very 

difficult to run as many events as we do.  

Our first Championship show (carried over from 2020), was held in August on a glorious day, in 

conjunction with North Riding Gundog Club.  It was a roaring success and everyone felt it was just 

perfect. Thanks Cheryl it was an inspired choice. Our second Championship Show was held At Haltwhistle 

Leisure Centre in October and was very successful. 

Details of our events together with photographs, are available on our website.  ww.ndlabclub.co.uk 

 

Lynda Heron 

Chairperson 
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4. Treasurers Report:  Anne Beckley, Hon. Treasurer  See Appendix 1 
 
5. Secretary’s Report:  Irene Davison, Hon. Secretary  See Appendix 2 
 
6. Field Trial Secretary’s Report: Lee Hartis, F.T. Secretary    See Appendix 3 
                             
7. Working Test Secretary’s Report: I Davison & J Smart    See Appendix 4 
 
8. Show Secretary’s Report: Cheryl Mitchell, Show Secretary   See Appendix 5 
 
9. Club Representative Annual Reports for 2021 
a) Breed Council/Breed Health – Lynda Heron                             See Appendix 6 
b) F T Liaison Representative’s Report: Samantha Whyte          See Appendix 7. 
c) Breed Education Co-Ordinator update –                                   Not available 
 
10. Educational/Programme  
 
A Club bursary of £300 is available annually to provide an educational event for members and non-
members.  This is on a rotational basis aiming to satisfy work/show and pet interests.  In 2021 due to 
Covid restrictions, no event took place. (The Show committee are hopeful of organising a show 
education day in 2022) 
 
11. Honoraria. 
 
I Palmer proposed an increase in the fixed attendance/fuel payment to those running events due to the 
increase in fuel costs.  This was seconded by G Atkinson and a majority voted for acceptance.  The other 
existing honoraria and ex gratia payments were agreed unanimously. 
 
12. Election of Officers and positions within the Club 
 
All nominations received had been correctly proposed and seconded and were accepted unanimously.  
Working Test Secretary role was still vacant. 
 
13. Election of Committees, Breed Council, Breed Health, Breed Education and Field Trial Liaison 

representatives 
 
The Breed Education Representative role was still vacant. 
Other nominations as provided in the 2022 mailing to members were completed correctly as were the 
committee member nominations.  These were proposed for acceptance and voted upon showing 
unanimous acceptance by AGM.  
 
14. Election of Auditors 
 
Anne Beckley explained that Paul Glaholm (Chartered Accountant) who audits the Club’s accounts had 
advised he could not continue after this year due to the increase in clientele his workload had 
dramatically increased and he did not have time to give.  
 
No-one at the meeting put forward any proposed replacement and Anne would be investigating this 
further. 
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15. Rules and Regulations Review – Changes had been requested and agreed by the Kennel Club to 
alter our Rules and Regulations to include (shown below in bold).  Members were requested to approve 
these alterations. 
 

Rule 1:-   Name and Objects:- 
 

“To encourage the breeding of true healthy Labradors that conform to the Labrador Breed Standard 
and to encourage the use of recognised Kennel Club Ltd health schemes………………” 
 

The Kennel Club had agreed the proposed change prior to the AGM and also asked for some simple 
alterations which had been previously provided to members for consideration prior to the AGM.     
 

Rule 5:-  “An up to date list of Members’ names and their addresses will be maintained by the 
Membership Secretary and, if so requested, the list of names made available for inspection by the 
Kennel Club Ltd. and Members of the Society.” 
 

Rule 8:-    “NB Certification of Accounts must be carried out by one qualified accountant or two 
unqualified individuals with accountancy experience, independent of the committee. The accounts 
must be made available to members 14 days prior to the AGM.” 
 

Rule 10:-  “Any member who shall be disqualified under Kennel Club Rule A11.j. (5) and/or Kennel Club 
Rule A11.j.(9) shall ipso facto cease to be a Member of the Society.”  
 

Rule 13:-    “The Rules of the Society may not be altered except at an Annual General Meeting, the 
notice for which contains specific proposals to amend the rules.” 
 

The AGM was asked to accept the alterations.  These were proposed by Anne Beckley and seconded by 
Cheryl Mitchell and unanimously agreed by the meeting. 
 

16. Proposals by members 
 

No proposals, questions or queries had been received by members by the required date of 24th April 
2021. 
 

17. Any Other Business 
 

a)  There had been a report from Labrador Welfare which was made available to members.  This showed 
rehoming and receipt of some dogs during 2021.  We had been thanked for the donations of £135.50.  
Irene mentioned to the meeting that there is another way of helping Lab Welfare.  If you order from 
Amazon, search for Amazon Smile instead.  Your account etc will still be linked and the shopping 
experience is the same BUT chosen charities are donated a small percentage of your order cost.  
Amazon Smile send you regular updates on how much you have helped Lab Welfare – AND IT COSTS 
NOTHING EXTRA.  It’s a very worthwhile way to give Lab Welfare additional funding. 
 

b)  Wendy Wilson had been proposed as an Honorary Life Member and this was unanimously agreed by 
the meeting.  
c)  After discussion and lack of additional organisations, it was proposed by Anne Beckley and seconded 
by Irene Davison that the annual £100 charity donation should be once again donated to Labrador 
Welfare. This was unanimously agreed.  
 
Everyone was thanked for their attendance and the meeting closed at 8.36pm 
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Treasurer Report: Anne Beckley, Hon. Treasurer                 Appendix 1 
and Membership Secretary 
 
“Although 2021 was a year of ‘will we won’t we’, thanks to the ever present Covid, the Club successfully 
organised and ran events across both Working and Show sides. 
 
As can be seen from the balance sheets the Club actually made quite a significant profit but as always 
the Club looks at ways we can benefit our members through seminars, eye testing and events etc. and 
with 2023 being our Centenary Year it will be put to good use. 
 
Labrador Welfare (who we support) received £135.50 from member donations received and the Club 
donation. It has been another difficult year for such organisations and I know they are grateful of our 
support. 
 
As Treasurer I am saddened to announce that our association with Paul Glaholm as our accountant has 
come to an end but would like to thank him for all his support and wish him well for the future. As soon 
as is possible we will inform members of the Club’s new accountant. 
 
Should anyone have any questions regarding the accounts I will endeavour to answer them”   
 
Anne Beckley 
Honorary Treasurer 
 
 
Jeff Smart proposed acceptance of the full accounts.  Seconded by Irene Davison and passed 
unanimously. 
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Honorary Secretary report from Irene Davison     Appendix 2 
 

“Despite an awful lot of work by our officers, sub-secretaries and committee members, Covid still had 

impact on our Shows and Working Tests for 2021.  Luckily the Field Trials were not Covid casualties.  

 

I would like to thank all the sub-secretaries for their intrepid efforts and their supportive committee 

members who, despite being small in number, worked tirelessly in support.  We are always looking for 

enthusiastic, proactive committee members who will help out at events and bring new ideas.   If anyone 

is interested in becoming more involved in the show or working side and you are committed to assisting 

at events, we would love to hear from you. 

   

I continue to deal with the general Club administration, including completing our Annual Returns and 

other necessary paperwork, on time and in good order, for the Kennel Club. I maintain the Club’s central 

records allowing officers to access password protected Club paperwork that they need to complete their 

roles. Members can rest assured, that we do our utmost to keep your data secure.   

 

With email being our main method of contact; and by far the most popular with members, a large 

amount of my time is spent monitoring and answering emails, considering the thousands we receive 

each year.  We will of course continue to post out information to those that prefer.    

 

Our Facebook page is very popular and visited regularly.  This is where we post events and updates as 

well as on our website.  I hope my Christmas newsletter also helps to keep you informed of what we 

provide members throughout the year. 

 

Outside the prescribed duties of Club Secretary, I also provide support to our working and show 

secretaries or anyone requiring assistance.  

 

2021 saw the Club committees provide 3 working tests, 5 field trials and 2 Championship shows; all 

within the constantly changing guidelines of the Covid pandemic.   

 

Last year our event sponsors (Skinner’s, CSJ and Gundog Gear) offered their accustomed generosity for 

our events, as did our working event landowners, our show and working judges and of course our helpers 

and competitors – who all contribute to the success of events.    

 

Our FREE PUPPY REGISTER service for members, is not used as much as we would like.  There’s only one 

simple form to complete on our website. It was devised for your benefit, please use it, as it also helps us 

in our efforts to educate potential new Labrador owners get pups from trusted breeders.  

 

As website administrator; I endeavour to keep our website as up to date as possible.  We have a high 

volume of visitors viewing the website; and there’s also a large portion of our memberships, working test 

and field trial entries paid via the website. 
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Please remember, it is your responsibility to ensure membership subs are paid on time each year.  If your 

membership is not paid up fully by the end of March; you will not receive the benefits afforded to fully 

paid-up members.   

 

It’s been another busy year and I have done my best to fulfil the roles asked of me on behalf of the 

membership.   

 

I’d firstly like to thank my hubby Brian for his unwavering support and hands on efforts to help me during 

the year, from folding mailshots to members and taking phone messages to providing me with regular 

cups of tea, as I print and guillotine the hundreds of certificates for the Championship and Open shows or 

our working tests and trials.  

 

I welcome Lynda Heron back as Chair and thank her for returning with her vast knowledge on Labrador 

health and providing clear Club direction.  

 

Also thanks to Anne Beckley our Treasurer/membership secretary for providing me with speedy answers 

to my membership queries and for keeping the accounts in such good order.  

 

Thanks to Linda Thompson (Vice Chair) for her support and time spent on the puppy register - especially 

during the very manic lockdown period. 

 

And to Cheryl, Lee and Jeff for giving up their time enabling our events to go ahead.  Also my sincere 

appreciation to Joanne Wilson for dealing with the working test catering and being a valuable 

committee member.  

 

As a collective, including our committee members, we all work very hard to provide members with the 

opportunities to enjoy their spare time with their dogs; despite this taking up a lot of our own.   

 

We have a great bunch of volunteers at N & D – long may it continue.”  

 
Irene Davison 
Honorary Secretary 
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Field Trial Secretary’s Report – Lee Hartis                                                        Appendix 3 
 

“Thankfully in 2021 we had some luck with the Covid restrictions being lifted before our trials were 
scheduled to take place.  So the five we had planned, were all looking good to go ahead.  Some of the 
planning for the trials had begun in 2020, to ensure our trials were secured for members. 
 
As with all our grounds, we are exceptionally grateful for the use of such prime trialling terrain and 
cannot thank our landowners enough for their support. 
 
Our trial entries are always oversubscribed which I hope is testament to the Club and also to the estate 
grounds where we gain access. 
 
Unfortunately, after the good news that the Covid restrictions were lifted, there was a problem with low 
grouse counts on many estates throughout the country - including two of ours; Wemmergill Moor and 
Eggleston Fell.   Therefore we had no option but to cancel two of our planned trials. 
   
In September we held our Two day open qualifier at the extensive, diverse grounds of Emblehope and 
Burngrange Estate.  We had a very good trial with some outstanding dog work, which completed with 
very worthy award winners. 
 
We then held a 14 dog novice trial at the same estate a week later, but on different ground.  It was a 
long day but a very good trial that was challenging for dogs and handlers and yet again, we ended with 
award winners. 
 
I cannot thank enough the organisation, professionalism and courtesy of Raymond Holt the Gamekeeper, 
who, with his wife Anne are such a valuable asset to the estate.  The range of land is exceptional, so 
much so, that we are hopeful of returning in 2022 for three trials in September and November. 
   
Our final novice trial for 2021 was at Ford and Etal Estate, which was a very long day but we did get 
award winners.  
  
I cannot thank our Judges enough for giving up their time to judge our trials and in 2021 we had a great 
selection of experienced judges. 
 
Thank you to those few people that came to help out - but my very special thanks go to Jeff Smart and 
his wife Julie and Ian Palmer for their invaluable support and attendance at our trials.  Without their 
multi-tasking and willing attitude, we would struggle on the days. 
 
We are very grateful to our field trial sponsors Skinners, for their continued support for N & D.  They do 
so much for the gundog world and we will never take them for granted. 
 
Organising Club events, including the field trials, takes an awful lot of time.  We aren’t without faults, but 
by taking on roles such as Field Trial Secretary of N & D, it is my way of saying thank you to the Club that 
has allowed me to enjoy trialling for many years.  By volunteering for these roles is also the only way our 
sport can continue and our Club advance. 
  
Thank you, 
 Lee 
 
(Lee then provided the meeting with an update on 2022 events) 
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Working Test Secretary’s Report – Irene Davison & Jeff Smart   Appendix 4 
 

“In the absence of a full Working Test Secretary, Jeff Smart very kindly stood up and offered to run the 
test days but due to storage limitations and work commitments, Jeff couldn’t store large equipment nor 
had the time to organise sponsorship, paperwork, gifts and entries.   
 
Jeff and Irene managed to work the role between them with Joanne Wilson and Michelle Olds thankfully 
volunteering to store various large items of equipment.  Joanne also offered to continue to provide the 
catering for judges (and extra cake for helpers) which was invaluable. 
 
Four working tests were planned and organised in the hope Covid restrictions would allow these to go 
ahead, however our first planned test at Wemmergill Moor in April had to be cancelled as lockdown was 
still in place. 
 
Streatlam Park tests were organised for June with sincere thanks to our host Captain Pease.  New Covid 
limitations were in place and our Covid risk & health and safety assessments were re-written to take into 
account the slight relaxation of restrictions which still meant we had to hold draws for competitor places.  
This was unfortunate as Streatlam Park is our most popular event of the season and some members did 
not get a run in every event they had entered. 
 
The event took some arranging!  PPE equipment was purchased to ensure our judges, helpers, officials 
and competitors were protected as much as possible with Jeff and our stewards doing a great job of 
ensuring social distancing plus sanitiser, gloves, masks etc. were available where required.   
 
We received a lot of positive feedback from people saying they felt ‘safe’ unlike some other events they 
had attended.  This was down to N & D taking the situation very seriously and guidelines being followed.  
It was a busy day and not without its problems getting the required helpers, but it was organised very 
well within covid guidelines.  Well done Jeff and the team! 
 
A draw was thankfully not necessary at our Eggleston Fell Open test, but safety precautions were still 
followed with personal protection available for all. 
 
Our final test was at Leadhill House in August, where Mr & Mrs Cowen welcomed us to their home once 
again.  Covid guidelines were now relaxed meaning we had a larger entry than usual.  It was a tight 
squeeze with the parking but it was a good day with competitors still encouraged to practice social 
distancing and use PPE where necessary. 
 
Massive thanks go to our landowners; without whom, we would not have events.  Also thanks to our test 
sponsors, Skinners Pet Foods and Gundog Gear who were so generous as always.   
 
We tried to keep our judges as local as possible which meant area covid restrictions were less 
problematic.  We can’t thank our judges enough for giving up their time, especially during the pandemic 
when lives were so disrupted.  We use a four judge system at our test days and thankfully we managed 
to secure good judges for them all. 
 
It is still proving very difficult to encourage people to help out at working tests, but what must be 
remembered is that if we don’t get the help with dummy throwing and placing, the tests can’t take 
place, no matter how much organising we do. 
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If you’re just starting out and want to see how the working tests proceed, there is no better way of 
learning than helping.  You see the dogs work up close and also how the handlers deal with different 
situations.  You also get an insight into what judges are looking for (or not!)   
 
If you’re a seasoned trialler, think of giving back some time and effort to the clubs that enabled you to 
progress to trialling.  We need to protect the sports as much as possible and this can only be done with 
helpers. 
 
Thanks 
Irene and Jeff 
 
(Discussions took place on tests for 2022 and it was stressed that more helpers were required.  As 
always if people offered for one or two tests, it would mean we weren’t always relying on the goodwill 
of regular helpers.) 
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Show Secretary’s Report – Cheryl Mitchell                                                           Appendix 5 
 

“It has been a busy year for the show scene with many 2020 championship shows being rescheduled.  
 
I want to take this opportunity to thank the show team, who are small numerically but always manage 
to pull off a great show for our members and exhibitors. I would also like to thank our chair Lynda Heron 
and general committee members Fiona Maclean and Linda Thompson for all their help with setting up 
and clearing away at the end of the shows, it is this much needed help that makes exhausting days a bit 
easier.  
 
The show committee still has vacancies, and we were sorry to lose Louise Linton from the committee this 
year but hopefully in the future we can recruit a few more committee members as this really is essential 
to events going ahead.  
 
In 2022 we have seen our open show cancelled due to Covid restrictions, and the numbers of infections 
were still high. We did manage to hold two championship shows, one in August, and one in October.  
 
October 2020 championship show, rescheduled 28th August 2021  
We held our championship show as a partnership show with thanks to North Riding Gundog, at High 
Goosepool Farm Darlington.   Our judges Sharon Lambert (Mattand) (Bitches) and Caron Morton 
(Dakross) (Dogs) had a lovely entry of 166 dogs making 199 entries. There were challenges in putting the 
show together, with it being held outside and the show team plus Karen Palmer (volunteer) having to set 
up our own rings etc. It was a lovely day, and the sun shone all day. The day passed with no complaints 
and all exhibitors commented on what a lovely day it had been.  
 
Best in show was Rawlinson & Balshaw’s Halshimoor Pitch Battle at Shanorrell JW.  
Both judges thoroughly enjoyed their day and expressed this in their comments in their critiques. 
 
October 2021 Championship show Haltwhistle  
Our October show thankfully went ahead as planned at Haltwhistle. This is such a lovely venue, and we 
are grateful to all the staff there for their help, both on the day, and with the storage of our mats.  
 
Our Judges were Maxine Woodley (Alkhamhurst) (Bitches) and Robert Phillips (Dogs) (Ryedown). The 
entry was 135 dogs making 153 entries. The day ran smoothly, and it was enjoyed by both exhibitors and 
judges. Many thanks to Joanne McDonald and Joan Woodhall for stewarding and helping to run the 
rings very efficiently.  
 
Best in Show was Hodge’s Naiken Elite Envoy (AI) JW.IR.Jun.CH 
Both Judges enjoyed their day and expressed this in their critiques 
 
Future events 2022 –2023 
Our February 2022 show has been rescheduled to May 29th at High Goosepool Farm Darlington in 
partnership with North Riding Gundog.  
We are hoping to hold a show education day event towards the end of the year. 
Dates have been confirmed by the Kennel club as June 16th and June 18th for our 2023 championship 
show with two sets of tickets on offer. Lots of work still to be done, but we are chipping away at it. 
 
Cheryl Mitchell 
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 Breed Council Report/Breed Health Sub-Committee – Lynda Heron            Appendix 6 
 

Unfortunately there is no report for these at present as the Breed Council meeting was online and we did 
not have a Breed Health meeting as the Kennel Club are working on answering points raised earlier. 
 
The Labrador Breed Health Plan recommended our proposed addition of two DNA tests regarding 
conditions causing blindness and were identified as needing monitoring as it was indicated that there 
was a rise in the conditions.   
 
Macular Corneal Degeneration and Stargardt Disease. 
 
The Kennel Club have agreed to list the two conditions on their website health results. 
 
More information will follow once we have more updates and answers. 
 
Thanks 
 
Lynda Heron 
Breed Council Rep and Breed Health Co-ordinator 
 
 
(The meeting discussed the two health issues and also its association with PRA.  Australian joint testing 
was also discussed.) 
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Field Trial Liaison Representative Report – Samantha Whyte                      Appendix 7 
 

“Dear All 
 

August 2021 saw the Field Trial Liaison (FTL) Council meet up for the first time since the start of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. The hot topic was ‘Handlers with more than one dog’. 
 
After a lengthy discussion the council voted by a narrow margin (11-9 votes) to recommend to the Field 
Trial (FT) Committee the following change to Regulation J8.b(6): amendment in bold. 
(6) Except in the Championships, no handler may handle more than two dogs in a Stake for Retrievers, 
Spaniels or Breeds which Hunt, Point and Retrieve, or more than 5 dogs in any Stake for Pointers and 
Setters. Retrievers only: Societies may have discretion to confine the handling of dogs to one dog per 
handler whilst there are reserves available. (See also J6). 
 

It was disappointing that the clubs/societies bringing forward this proposal were unwilling and unable to 
produce any evidence to clearly show the extent to which ‘handlers with multiple dogs’ was an issue. 
Some of these clubs have since the FTL Council meeting sent surveys to their members asking their 
opinions on the issue. The results show that the majority of members did not reply to the survey. 
Therefore, you could conclude that the majority of members are not interested in the issue. Which in 
turn questions on whose behalf are these committees pushing this issue because the survey results 
show it’s not on behave of the majority of their members. 
 

Anyway “The FT Committee discussed the FTL Council above recommendation, noting that the issue was 
a complex one. It was not of the view that a single regulation amendment would address the matter in a 
fair and effective manner. 
 

The FT Committee acknowledged that there was a growing issue in relation to handlers with more than 
one dog. However, it was unclear as to the extent of the issue, as no statistical evidence had been 
presented. 
 

Accordingly, it was suggested that such evidence, based on draws for Open stakes, should be gathered 
for further discussion by the FT Committee. An update will be provided to the FTL Council in due course”. 
 

So for clarity JReg J8.b(6) has not changed and the proposed amendment in bold has not been 
introduced. Clubs and societies do not have discretion to confine the handling of dogs to one dog per 
handler. 
 

In the meantime, ‘handlers with multiple dogs’ have highlighted the issue of transferring dogs into other 
people names (family & friends), which in some cases amounts to no more than bogus memberships, in 
order to gain an advantage in the draw. Clubs should maybe look to tighten their membership 
application process or refuse entries to prevent those looking to better their chances in the draw 
through this loophole. 
 

The next important discussion item on the agenda, from the N&D’s perspective, was the issue ‘of the 
increasing numbers of ‘dilutes’ (colour not recognised) which were being registered by The Kennel Club 
and were therefore eligible to enter field trials. 
 

Until speaking with Anne Beckley on the show side of the N&D I had little knowledge of the silver 
Labrador and its health issues.  
 

I also did not appreciate that a dog which appeared to be of a standard colour for its breed may 
potentially be a carrier of a dilute gene which may result in its puppies being of a ‘colour not recognised’. 
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I was really pleased when the FTL Council agreed by a large majority that dogs of non-standard colours 
should not be permitted to run in field trials and expressed its strong support for measures which would 
preclude them from doing so. The FTL Council wished to refer its views to the FT Committee for 
consideration of how this may be achieved. 
 

The FT Committee acknowledged the concerns expressed by the FTL Council, but noted that the issue of 
non- standard colour, and its wider implications, was currently under discussion by the Board and 
accordingly could not be considered further at this stage. 
 

The Board has approved a formation of a new working group to tackle the issue of non-standard colours 
across several breeds, with the relevant breed clubs invited to a meeting. More information can be found 
in the following press release: New non-breed standard colours working group | Kennel Club 
(thekennelclub.org.uk) 
 

Other topics worth noting are: 
 

1.  Grandfather Rights have been given to B panel judges (J5.c.(6) Effective 2 Feb 2023. 
2.  Water & Drive Certificates – In a nutshell changed from 2 A panel judges to 2 Panel judges, one 

of whom must be an A Panel and at Open stakes not novice stakes. 
 

Changes to Regulation K2.c.(3) are in bold, see below. 
TO: 
(2) Proviso for all Retrievers Before any Retriever is entitled to be described as a Field Trial Champion it 
must also have a Water and Drive Certificate. The Water Certificate may, but not necessarily, be gained 
at a special water test. The special water test must have been conducted before two Panel judges, one of 
whom must be an A Panel, at one of the following: the Retriever Championship, a Field Trial Open Stake, 
or at a subsequent special test. (J(A)2 refers.) 
The Drive Certificate must be conducted before two Panel judges, one of whom must be an A Panel, at 
the Retriever Championship or a Field Trial Open Stake. 
(Deletion struck through. Insertions in bold) (Effective 2 February 2022) 
 

3. Searching for birds at the end of a trial. 
The FT Committee accepted that as a general rule it was hoped that competitors would comply with such 
requests to help look for birds at the end of a drive/trial, when requested to do so however they 
highlighted that handlers may have genuine reasons for not wishing to do so. It agreed that guidance 
may be included in the Code of Best Practice document but with the proviso that the words ‘where 
possible’ or ‘where feasible’ be added. 
 

4. First Dog Down 
The FTL Council discussed concerns that the ‘first dog down’ regulation was being inconsistently applied, 
with some judges at a trial putting out every first dog down whilst others at the same trial did not do so, 
even where the circumstances appeared identical. It had noted that very clear guidance on the matter 
was available within the seminar script for Retrievers and wished to recommend that the relevant 
extract should be published within the field trials newsletter. 
 

The FT Committee agreed with the FTL Council, noting that this would be a positive step. It was agreed 
that the scripts should be signposted within the winter edition of the newsletter and that judges should 
be encouraged to read them. 
 

I am delighted to be able to continue as the N&D’s Field Trial Liaison Council representative for the next 
3-year term and work with your committee to help shape our sport. This ends my report for 2022. 
Samantha Whyte,  
FTL Council Representative.  


